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Abstract: The cloud computing technology has improved the traditional data usage in our 

generation, which has more computing power, analysis capabilities of software engineering 

and storage capabilities, the Internet technology and computer technology to effectively 

combine the transformation of computer information technology in software engineering, 

The security of data gendering  need more attention on daily bases. This paper 

systematically explains the concept of cloud-based software engineering, its security and 

general performance evaluation using the concept of network speed analysis, the uptime and 

downtime in relation to the native engineering, which is outside the scope of internet access. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The IT Industry and its commentators are 

abuzz with the phrase “cloud computing” and most of 

people still have no idea what this latest terminology 

means or what technology are they referring to. This 

section starts by addressing the question – “what is 

cloud computing, and provides an understanding of the 

technology”. Then out of the hundreds of definitions of 

cloud computing, some widely accepted ones are 

presented. Cloud computing is then related to 

technologies that have been around for ages. Finally, it 

is explained that cloud computing is the same old 

networking technology, but with the integration to the 

Internet a lot can be done differently with wider 

implications. So, what is cloud computing? 

 

Cloud security refers to set of policies interims 

of technologies, applications, and controls utilized in 

order to protect virtualized internet protocol (IP) for 

data, applications, services, and the associated 

infrastructure of cloud computing environs. It is a sub-

domain of computer security in data manipulation in the 

cloud… 

 

“The most widely used definition of the cloud 

computing model is introduced by NIST (Almorsy, M. 

et al., 2016) as “a model for enabling convenient, on-

demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 

applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management 

effort or service provider interaction.” 

 

Cloud security computing is an Internet-based 

service that is related to the increase, use and delivery 

models that are generally used for data manipulation 

over the Internet to dynamically scale and provide 

virtual resources. Cloud security computing is more 

capable than traditional computer computing in soft 

ware engineering, and it reaches 12 trillion operations 

per second. Therefore, it is widely used to predict 

weather software engineering changes, simulate nuclear 

explosions and market trends of data usage over the 

cloud. The need of software engineering in cloud 

security arises because of higher rate of demand in user 

requirements and environment on which the software is 

working with in the data application in cloud.  Software 

engineering is so important because software is needed 

in every area industry, Education for example 

undergraduate result computation and in every business. 

It becomes more important in our dally activities. The 

most important aspect of the software engineering are: 
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a) Reduces complexity  

b) To minimize software cost 

c) To decrease time 

d) Handling big projects 

e) Reliable software and 

f) Effeteness 

 

Therefore the role of software engineering 

cannot be over emphasis over cloud security in 

computing environment. Cloud computing has the 

capacity to solves some of the major challenges in the 

software engineering of large or medium software 

systems. With the look of infinite capacity with the 

ability to scale at the same speed as the traffic changes, 

the performance of software engineering will become 

redundant. Many industries might think that the need 

for future plans for developing a new software 

application, to optimize, or to worry about efficient 

operation. The aim of this paper argues that cloud 

computing is an area where performance of software 

engineering must be applied and customized. 

 

Cloud Network Security Issues  

The development of computer, internet and 

other mobile devices, the issues of cloud network 

security is becoming more important. In recent years 

across the globe, many cyber security incidents have 

been launched by international hacker in industries and 

cyber terrorist organizations. In June 2014, the 

information of 10,000 users of internet in Nigeria loss a 

lot of economic value as result of cloud network 

hackers. 

 

 Taxpayers in the United States were stolen, 

resulting in a direct economic loss of 50 million U.S. 

dollars. In June, the Japanese government's pension 

information system was hacked, revealing 1.25 million 

personal information; in October, the British telecom 

operator talk was hacked, resulting in the disclosure of 

4 million user information. This shows that computer 

network security is related to personal, business, social 

and national information security. At present, under the 

wave of Internet economy, various computer software 

and mobile phone APPs emerge in an endless stream, 

and the speed of upgrading is very fast. Some of these 

software and mobile phone APP itself has many flaws 

but it is recommended to install and use. Therefore, in 

the course of using the network security problems often 

appear (Zhou, Y., & Tang, Y. 2018, April).  

 

The most common issue for many industries is 

that even when they have the best cyber security 

solutions, they might not have enough man power in 

place to properly manage those solutions. When this 

happens it course cloud security challenges alerts and 

this may get missed, and successful attacks landing may 

not be eliminated in time to minimize damage on time. 

Therefore there is a need for enough internal IT 

(information Technology) cloud security team in 

conjunction with software engineer to manage any 

organization data flow over the cloud. 

 

Cloud Security Performance Evaluation 

Cloud security computing resources must be 

well-matched, high performance and authoritative. High 

performance is one of the cloud security network load 

advantages which must be suitable for each service, 

Performance evaluation  of services and everything 

related to cloud- base security network have an 

influence on users and service providers. Hence, 

performance evaluation for cloud base security network 

providers and users is important. The following method 

can be use for performance and evaluation of cloud 

base security network. 

 

1. Evaluation based on criteria and characteristics 

2. Evaluation based on simulation 

 

A different type of evaluating cloud base 

security network  performance can be  classified with 

three layers of cloud services evaluation. 

 

In software engineering evaluation assurance 

and performance testing is in general practice 

performed to determine a system capability in terms of 

responsiveness, speed, reliability and stability under a 

particular workload on a network. It can also use to 

investigate, the measure, the validation or to verify 

other evaluation attributes of the system, such as 

scalability, resource usage and reliability. Performance 

evaluation is a subset of performance software 

engineering, in cloud security practice which strives to 

build performance standards into the implementation, 

design and architecture of a computer system. It is 

important to specify performance specifications 

(requirements) and input them in any performance 

evaluation plan. In an ideal world, this is done during 

the requirements development phase of any project 

development, before any design effort.  

 

Though, performance evaluation is normally 

not performed against a specification; for example. No 

one will have spoken what the maximum satisfactory 

response time for a given populace of users should be. 

Performance evaluation is frequently used as fraction of 

the process of performance outline tuning.  The idea is 

to recognize the "the security performance” here is 

inevitably a part of the system which, if it is made to 

react faster, will result in the overall system running 

quicker. It is sometimes a difficult task to recognize 

which part of the system represents this important path, 

and some examination tools include (or can have add-

ons that provide) instrument that runs on the server 

(agents in the cloud) and reports operation times, 

database access times, security network overhead, and 

other server monitors, which can be analyzed jointly 

with the raw performance figures. Without such 

instrumentation one might have crouched over some 

operating system Task Manager at the server to see how 
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much the central processing unit load the performance 

evaluation are generating (for  example Windows 

system is under evaluation). 

 

Performance evaluation can be performed all 

over the web and even worked in different parts of the 

country, since the response times of  cloud security 

itself vary from one region to another. It can evaluate 

in-house though routers would then need to be 

configured to bring in the cover that would 

characteristically occur on public networks.   

As a result, consumers must understand the 

division of responsibilities and trust that the CSP meets 

their responsibilities. Based on our literature searches 

and analysis efforts, the following list of cloud-unique 

and shared cloud/on-premise vulnerabilities and threats 

were identified. The figure below also details the threat 

picture for cloud computing platforms Timothy Morrow 

(Timothy Morrow. 2018). 

 

The Cloud-Base Architecture and Its Security 

Implications  

Cloud-Base Architecture refers to the various 

mechanisms in terms of databases, software 

capabilities; applications and engineering the leverage 

that power the cloud resources to solve business 

tribulations. Cloud architecture defines the mechanisms 

as well as the associations between them. 

 

The Cloud-base model has three examine delivery 

models and main three deployment models which are: 

(1) Private cloud: a cloud platform that is dedicated for 

an organization,  

(2) Public cloud: a cloud platform that is available for 

public users to register and use the infrastructure, 

and 

(3) Hybrid cloud:  a cloud that combine the function of 

private and public. That is, a private cloud that can 

make bigger use of resources in public clouds. 

Public clouds are the most susceptible deployment 

model because they are available for public users to 

host their services who may be malevolent users. 

The cloud-base service delivery architectural 

models are presented below. 

 

a. Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS): where cloud 

providers convey computation resources, storage 

and network as an internet-based services. This 

service model is based on the virtualization 

technology. Amazon EC2 is the most familiar IaaS 

provider. 

b. Platform-as-a-service (PaaS): where cloud 

providers deliver platforms, tools and other 

business services that enable customers to develop, 

deploy, and manage their own applications, without 

installing any of these platforms or support tools on 

their local machines. The PaaS model may be 

hosted on top of IaaS model or on top of the cloud 

infrastructures directly. Google Apps and 

Microsoft Windows Azure are the most known 

PaaS.    

c. Software-as-a-service (SaaS): where cloud 

providers deliver applications hosted on the cloud 

infrastructure as internet-based service for end 

users, without requiring installing the applications 

on the customers’ computers. This model may be 

hosted on top of PaaS, IaaS or directly hosted on 

cloud infrastructure. SalesForce CRM is an 

example of the SaaS provider. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Present the three layer of cloud architecture (Source: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Layered-Cloud-

Architecture_fig1_239949848) 

 

Every service delivery model has many ways 

of possible implementations, as in figure 2, which 

difficult for the development of standard security model 

for each service delivery model. Furthermore, these 

service delivery models may exist in one cloud platform 

https://insights.sei.cmu.edu/author/timothy-morrow
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Layered-Cloud-Architecture_fig1_239949848
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Layered-Cloud-Architecture_fig1_239949848
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leading to further complication of the security 

management process. 

 

Software Engineering Architecture 

Software Engineering Architecture refers to 

the basic structures of a software system and the 

authority of creating such structures and systems; It  

 

functions as a plan for the system and the mounting 

project, laying out the necessary tasks to be executed by 

the design teams as presented in figure 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Present the software engineering architecture 

(Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_architecture) 

 

We can separate Software Engineering 

Architecture into two different phases: Software 

Architecture and Software Design. In Architecture, 

nonfunctional decisions are shed and separated by the 

functional requirements. In Design, functional 

requirements are accomplished (Emmanuel, O., & Ali, 

O.S. 2020). 

 

CONCLUSION 
Cloud-Base computing is a new computational 

paradigm that offers an innovative business model for 

organizations to adopt IT without upfront investment. 

Despite the potential gains achieved from the cloud 

computing, the model security is still questionable 

which impacts the cloud model adoption. The security 

problem becomes more complicated under the cloud 

model as new dimensions have entered into the problem 

scope related to the model architecture, multi-tenancy, 

elasticity, and layers dependency stack. In this paper we 

introduce a detailed analysis of the cloud security 

problem. We investigated the problem from the cloud 

architecture perspective, the cloud offered 

characteristics perspective, the cloud stakeholders’ 

perspective, and the cloud service delivery models 

perspective. Based on this analysis we derive a detailed 

specification of the cloud security problem and key 

features that should be covered by and proposed 

security solution.   
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